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EU steel market situation and outlook

Key challenges 



Construction: bleak 2012 outlook as 
project funding dries up

• 2011: overall growth but large country 
differentials

• Early 2012 construction confidence  
moving sideways

• No signs of near-term improvement

• Q1‘12 output -5% y-o-y
• Activity halted in February

• Bleak outlook 2012: output stagnating
• Loss of momentum in “growth” countries
• Austerity measures to impact on publicly 
funded projects

• Private funding affects industrial & 
commercial works

• Renovation & modernisation activity rising
• Residential building slightly positive

• Rebound in 2013 driven by building sector
• Improvement foreseen for residential and 
non-residential sector, renovation

• Civil engineering lagging

• Overall 2.5% growth in output

• But rising share R&M in total construction 
activity acting will dampen steel use

Source: European Commission, EUROFER
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Automotive: demand shifting in reverse

• Q1’12 passenger car sales -7.7% y-o-y

• Italy and Spain very weak, robust growth C-
Europe 

• Commercial vehicles sales under pressure

• Sales fell 9.6% y-o-y in Q1’12

• Mild decline medium & heavy segment

• Export demand remains firm in Q1
• German car exports stabilised at the 2011 
level

• Positive impulse from US market and weaker 
euro

• 2012: output to contract in H2
• Q1’12 output still firm – Q2 stagnation likely

• Weak EU sales to affect activity in H2

• Overall output in 2012 moving sideways

• Growth in Germany, UK, C-Europe

• Some improvement expected  for 2013
• Consumer sentiment improving

• Robust prospects EU car exports  

• Better business and financing climate 
supportive to commercial vehicle sales

• Total automotive output to rise 1.%

• C-European activity growing more strongly
Source: ACEA, EUROFER
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Steel-using sectors: mild contraction in 
2012, activity seen picking up in 2013

• Weak y-o-y trend in H1-2012

• Improvement from Q4-2012

• Output 2012: -0.6%

• Output 2013: 2.4%

Source: VDMA, EUROFER
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Steel Market: taking a step back in 2012 
before recovering in 2013

• Forecasts signal only slight drop in real 
steel consumption in 2012 

• Activity steel users holding up rather well in  
early 2012 – only mild contraction in 2012

• Excess stocks cleared – real and apparent 
consumption well aligned early 2012

•Orders improve on selective restocking in 
Jan-Feb

• Buying to remain cautious 

• Apparent steel consumption down in 2012
•Weaker final demand + less pronounced 
restocking than in H1-2011 will reduce steel 
demand by 8% in H1-2012

•Mild improvement in for H2-2012
•Overall stock cycle fairly neutral 

• Market conditions improve in 2013
• Uptick real consumption
• 2.5% rise apparent consumption in 2013

• Still marked gap with pre-crisis levels

Source: EUROFER Economic Committee
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EU finished steel imports
• EU finished steel imports increased 

by +25% in 2011, subdued demand 
and weak € expected to keep 
overall finished steel imports at bay

•Major surge in 1H’11 distorting 
specific product segments such as 
organic coated, plate and tin mill 

• Finished imports from China, Russia 
and Ukraine almost 60% of total EU 
imports

•China around 60% share of EU 
coated sheet imports 

EU steel imports: increase by +25% 
(2011) stabilise in early 2012 

Hot-rolled coil from Russia Hot-rolled coil from China Organic coated sheet from China
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EU imports – exports flat products EU imports – exports long products

EU steel trade: extreme volatility of 
imports (flat) suppressed by depression 
EU construction (long) 

• Triggered by EU domestic demand growth, flat steel import surges recorded 
in 2007 and 2011 disrupting market supply-demand balance  

• Import surges typically undercutting EU domestic prices unfairly taking market share 

• Persisting weakness of EU construction market reflected in low long products 
imports, stronger exports dampening the negative impact of a reduced EU 
domestic market for European long product producers
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Key messages 

• Three years after the dramatic downturn of the European economy triggered 

by the financial crisis, the EU steel market remains a way from recovery back 

to the pre-crisis (EU steel demand in 2011 still 20% lower than 2007) 

• Volatility and distortion of international steel trade flows particularly exposing 

the open EU steel market with high sensitivity to even small improvements in 

demand and prices posing an increasing risk of serious injury to the EU steel 

industry and its workforce faced with re-direction of excess foreign production 

• EUROFER supports legitimate trade policy effectively ensuring third market 

access (FTA’s, diplomatically and legally tackling third country market access 

barriers for raw materials and steel, reciprocity in external public 

procurement) and fair import competition (strengthening of the anti-subsidy 

trade defense instrument (TDI), reconsidering WTO-plus elements in current 

EU TDI)         


